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Summary

Closed End Funds Canada

Uranium market has a major supply-demand imbalance of
approximately 50 million pounds.

Sprott Physical Uranium Trust Fund is accumulating a major
percentage of annual supply as a way to boost uranium prices.

The supply shortage could see uranium prices rise from
$40/lb to over $60/lb with limited downside risks.
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History of Uranium
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Over the past two weeks the spot price of uranium has

skyrocketed over 25% and hit a six-year high. The reason for the

surge is that a new trading vehicle, the Sprott Physical Uranium

Trust Fund (OTCPK:SRUUF), has been accumulating pounds of

uranium at a torrid pace. This article will explain why this new

trading vehicle should ignite a long-awaited multi-year bull

market in the price of uranium.

Uranium is mainly used to fuel nuclear reactors. This input cost is

roughly 4% of all operating costs for a nuclear reactor. Nuclear

power constitutes approximately 19% of all power generated in

the United States.

The Fukushima nuclear accident in March of 2011 resulted in a

broad reduction of uranium demand. Japan took many nuclear

reactors offline and countries such as Germany shut down

nuclear reactors and planned a phase out of all nuclear reactors.
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Source: Trading Economics

For almost a decade, the prices of uranium and uranium stocks

were in the doldrums. The spot price of uranium languished in

the mid-$20 range over the last five years.

Source: Cameco
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Long-Term Supply

It should be noted that uranium is primarily sold to utility

companies via long-term contracts. Uranium is different in that

the spot market is not really used for commercial transactions.

The industry is opaque and contract prices are guarded.

For a decade, the price of uranium languished despite a

favorable supply situation.

The total annual production of uranium from mines is

approximately 130 million pounds. Another 30 million pounds are

supplied from secondary sources including stockpiles of nuclear

weapons. Kazatomprom of Kazakhstan and Cameco (CCJ) of

Canada are the two major suppliers.

Source: World Nuclear Association
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Long-Term Demand

Supply-Demand Imbalance

The price of uranium has been so low that major mines have

been idled. For example, Cameco has four idle mines including

the giant McArthur River mine because the price of uranium has

made mining uneconomical. Many in the industry believe that the

marginal cost of production is over $60/lb. Thus, it is not

expected that idle mines will be restarted until the price of

uranium is much higher.

Over the last decade, the sentiment towards nuclear power was

decidedly negative in the Western world. For example, New York

state closed the Indian Point Energy Center on April 30, 2021.

Germany has already started phasing out nuclear power. In

2000, nuclear power was 29.5% of all power generation in

Germany. By 2020, nuclear power only represented 11.4% of

power generation. By 2022, Germany plans to phase out all

nuclear power.

However, the emerging world is counting on nuclear power. Both

China and India are adding nuclear reactors. There are

approximately 51 nuclear reactors being constructed in 16

different countries. Currently, there are approximately 444

operating nuclear reactors.

For several years, there has been a huge deficit that has been

plugged with above ground stockpiles. The price has been so

low that miners have idled mines, exploration budgets have been

slashed and capital has fled the sector. This dynamic has created

a long-term supply imbalance. Importantly, the supply-demand

imbalance is expected to persist for most of the decade.
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Enter Sprott Physical Uranium Trust

Source: UxC

The price of uranium has been so low that the largest supplier of

uranium, Kazatomprom, has been buying uranium in the spot

market in order to satisfy long-term commitments. Kazatomprom

announced that they plan to maintain 2023 uranium production

at a similar level to 2022. This would remove another 10 million

pounds from the global supply picture.

On August 13, 2021, a revised uranium trading vehicle was

launched. The Sprott Physical Uranium Trust is designed to

purchase and store physical uranium. It is no different than the

silver and gold trusts that were launched over a decade ago.
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Source: Cameco

Since launching the closed end trust less than a month ago,

SRUUF has already acquired 24 million pounds of uranium. On

some days, SRUUF has acquired more than 500,000 pounds of

uranium. Acquiring 24 million pounds in a market where annual

demand is 180 million pounds is a game changer. This new

source of demand has greatly impacted both the spot and term

market.

The spot price recently hit $40/lb as SRUFF continues to

accumulate millions of pounds of uranium.
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The Outlook

Source: Numerco

There is a squeeze of epic proportions brewing in the uranium

market. One can think of the situation as a short squeeze. The

power companies need uranium and they are effectively short

physical uranium. SRUUF is accumulating millions of pounds

forcing the price higher. This is effectively a squeeze of one of

the world's most important commodities.
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Risks

The Upside

Currently, shares trade at a 7.97% premium to the net asset

value. As long as there is a premium, SRUFF will be buying

uranium in the spot market.

Right now there is a viscous feedback loop. As the uranium price

rises, more speculators buy SRUUF and the spot prices rise.

What happens when the market can no longer supply pounds of

uranium at spot prices? Will the utilities scramble and be forced

to buy at much higher prices? Utility companies have painful

memories of the last squeeze where uranium prices increased

from $8/lb to $140/lb. They will not want to repeat the same

dreadful experience.

It is rare to come across speculations such as SRUUF. This

speculation is unique because the upside is quite explosive while

the downside is limited to about 20-25%. It is possible that

SRUUF runs out of investor demand and the price of uranium

quickly falls back to the trading range of the last five years. Of

course there is always the risk of another Fukushima type

accident. After the Fukushima accident, uranium prices fell from

$67/lb to $20/lb.

Finally, consumers may pressure governments to intervene if

power prices rise dramatically.

In most cases, the short-term risk is capped at around 25%.

Over the long term, the price is supported by a favorable supply-

demand imbalance that has been brewing for years.
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Final Thoughts

Sprott did not spend the last couple of years fine-tuning an

investment vehicle in order to turn a quick profit. I believe they

are playing a multi-year game.

The company owns a portfolio of uranium companies. Higher

uranium prices would certainly increase the value of that

portfolio. Secondly, as a premier financing company for resource

companies, increased interest in the uranium sector would result

in more investment banking and M&A fees for uranium

companies.

Currently the Sprott Physical Uranium Trust Fund primarily trades

in Canada. It is expected that this vehicle will be listed in the U.S.

in the first quarter of next year. This will open a new source of

investor demand that could further boost prices.

In the short term, this new vehicle should be able to boost the

price of uranium to $60/lb. In the long term, I think it is possible

that uranium prices could hit prices over $100/lb.
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The uranium price muddled along for half a decade. This, despite

the fact that there was a significant supply-demand imbalance.

The price of uranium was so low that major uranium companies

suspended operations. The opaque industry made price

discovery difficult. However, everything has changed in recent

weeks. The Sprott Physical Uranium Trust Fund has acted as a

much-needed catalyst to spark investor attention. This

investment vehicle has acquired 24 million pounds in less than a

month. For an industry that only produces 130 million pounds,

this is an enormous demand shock. If SRUFF continues to

remove millions of pounds of inventory from the spot market this

could spark a squeeze that could make headlines in the coming

months.
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